Accent Ultra…
“Shaping the Future of Body Contouring”

“There are countless reasons to
avoid cosmetic surgery,” says
Dr. Rafael Nunes. “For the most
part, there’s the risk of general
anesthesia, scaring, the
overall risks of any surgical
procedure, pre-op and postop concerns, and of course,
foreign material in the body,”
he adds.
The fashionable “Slim Clinique Laser Center” in Rio
de Janeiro has become a popular haven for today’s
trendiest, most talked about, in-demand laser and
aesthetic treatments. Under the direction of leading
plastic surgeon, Dr. Rafael Nunes, his famous wife
Daniela, a noted dermatologist known as “Dra.
Belleza” (Dr. Beauty) and a staff of eight physicians,
Slim Clinique is credited with sculpting some of the
most beautiful bodies in Rio de Janeiro.
Brazil – with its sunsets, sandy beaches and bikiniclad women, is fast becoming a global icon for
advanced skin care techniques and body contouring
solutions. The country prides itself as being one of
the world’s leading early adapters and virtual “trend
setters” in aesthetic treatments.
The Challenge
Slim Clinique not only keeps pace with increasing
consumer demands for reliable, safe and effective
treatments, they set the bar – incredibly high. As
one of Brazil’s leading esthetic clinics, the Nunes’
offer their clients pioneering technology that
yields unprecedented results – visibly dramatic
improvements and minimal discomfort.

Daniela and Rafael Nunes were
intent on providing alternatives
to aesthetic surgery. They sought
after systems that boasted superior
technology and virtually painless
procedures. The system had to be noninvasive and not require hospital time or
a recovery period. But more importantly
– they wanted to award their clients with…
instant and long lasting results!
The Solution
Supported by “LBT” - Alma Laser’s
regional distributor, Slim Clinique has
come to rely on the company’s
unique line of laser, light-based
and radio frequency devices
for several years. The
clinic now boasts a
total of 15 Alma
systems.

Keen on introducing an advanced ultrasound
system into his clinic, and one that yielded
immediate results, Dr. Nunes agreed to be the
Beta site for Alma’s new Accent Ultra system.
Accent Ultra dramatically reduces the body fat
associated with flaccidity. The Ultra treatment
safely and effectively targets localized fat deposits
and reduces body circumference for successful
body contouring.
The system combines radio frequency and
ultrasound to reduce body circumference. Noninvasive ultrasound eliminates the fat cells without
damaging the skin, and the procedure is easy,
painless, and highly efficient, with a significantly
low complication rate.
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An Accent Ultra session is performed on average
four to six sessions, once a week or every 10 days.
Treatment time ranges from 60 to 90 minutes,
depending on the size and number of target
treatment areas. An optimal body contouring plan
would include a combination of Ultra and UniForm
(RF) treatments to address fat reduction, followed
by improvement in skin laxity and reduction of
cellulite.
Accent Ultra is ideal for sculpting thighs, stomach,
buttocks, and upper arms. “The Accent Ultra
treatment makes a personalized program to target
localized fat deposits,” says known dermatologist
Daniela Nunes. “The treatment yields results in
just a few sessions, with noticeable circumference
reduction of up to 2.5-3cm in the first session and
incremental results after worth.”
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Approved by Brazil’s Department of Health, Accent
Ultra is making headlines nationwide with a recent
cover story in Brazil’s “Elle” and “Vogue” magazines.
“Alma Laser’s Accent Ultra is a combined workstation
of ultrasound and RF technologies at their finest,”
say Drs. Daniela and Rafael Nunes. “With Accent
Ultra, we know we’re giving our clients safe and
effective remodeling and body contouring – and
clearly, the results speak for themselves!”

